Maybe that's what life is... a wink of the eye
and winking stars.
Jack Kerouac
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Please join PVAA on Zoom this Friday, August 12th at 7:30 PM to hear Dave Nakamoto speak to us
about the missed opportunities before the discovery of Neptune. Hope you can join us.

Here's a link to an interesting article. It discusses the colorization protocols on Webb, shows one before and after pair, and has a
nice photo of Stephan's Quintet in infrared.
https://gizmodo.com/webb-space-telescope-image-colorization-1849320633
Ludd Trozpek

Club Events Calendar
Aug 12 General Meeting – Dave Nakamoto
“Missed Opportunities Before the Discovery of Neptune”
7:30 PM
Aug 27 Star Party – Cow Canyon Saddle
Aug 31 Board Meeting 6:15 PM
Sep 3
Sep 9

Star Party in the Park – Cahuilla Park, Claremont
General Meeting – Ken Farley PhD Project Scientist
for Mars 2020 Perseverance Rover Mission 7:30 PM
Sep 24 Star Party – TBD
Sept 28 Board Meeting 6:15 PM
Oct 7 General Meeting (presentation: TBD) 7:30 PM
Oct 22 Star Party – TBD
Oct 26 Board Meeting 6:15 PM

Nov 4 General Meeting (presentation: TBD) 7:30 PM
Nov 19 Star Party – TBD
Nov 26 Star Party in the Park – Cahuilla PArk
Nov 30 Board Meeting 6:15 PM
Dec 3

Christmas Party
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PVAA General Meeting 07-15- 2022
We held our monthly meeting via Zoom. Our speaker for the
night was Chris Burns – Research Associate at the Carnegie
Observatories in Chile. He is also a volunteer and telescope
operator at Mt. Wilson. His topic was „Hubble‟s Troublesome
Constant‟ or „Why is Cosmology SO hard?‟ The questions of
„Where did the universe come from?‟ and „How old is it?‟ have
been with us ever since the caveman looked up to the stars. You
would think we should have figured it out by now, but there are
always issues. The biggest problem comes down to distance.
The „Great Debate‟ was over the distances of the
„Andromeda Nebula,‟ now the Andromeda Galaxy. Two things
happened to solve this debate. First George Hale built very large
telescopes – the 40-inch refractor at Yerkes Observatory in
Wisconsin, then the 60-inch and 100-inch Mt. Wilson
telescopes, followed by the 200-inch telescope at Mt. Palomar in
San Diego County. Second, we found what we called „Standard
Candles‟. If you have something that you know the brightness
of, then when you see how bright it looks to you, you can
determine its distance. Cephid Variables are such a thing. They
have a known curve of brightness. Using these stars, you can
determine its distance. Using a spectrograph, you can determine
an object‟s speed using the red shift, (or blue shift – if it is
coming towards you.) In 1929 Edwin Hubble published a paper
showing the world of just this discovery. Since the Cephid
Variables were too dim to see from really far distances, Hubble
assumed that the brightest stars in a far away group would be the
same brightness and based his graph on that.
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You could also use this to determine the age of the
universe. The figure he got was 2 billion years old, which he
thought was too young. (We believe it to be almost 14 billion
years old now.) The reason for the big error was that there were
two kinds of Cephid Variables, which was found out in the
1950s by Walter Baade at Mt Wilson. Later we started using
Type1a supernovas as a standard for galaxies that were
extremely far away. We are now measuring things where we
now must factor in that the universe is expanding faster now
than its expansion a billion years ago. Using the Planck
spacecraft that measures the Cosmic Microwave Background,
this gives us a Standard Ruler! We still have an error bar that
the astronomers are trying to narrow down. The James Webb
Space Telescope will be used to sharpen the data received.
Eventually we will be using gravitational waves to nail the
constant down.
Gary Thompson

Type 1a supernova
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Officers
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909-935-5509

Board
Jim Bridgewater (2022)........................
909-599-7123
Richard Wismer(2022) ...............................
Ron Hoekwater (2023).........................
909-706-7453
Jay Zacks (2023) ………………….
Directors
Membership / Publicity....Gary Thompson . 909-935-5509
Outreach .......... Jeff Schroeder ...........
909-758-1840
Programs .......... Ron Hoekwater ........
909-391-1943

Veil & NGC 6823
The nice thing about having new moon weekend early in a 31-day month, such as July this year, is that there is a second new
moon weekend at the end of the month. The bad thing is that we‟ve had such terrible weather that we didn‟t go to the dark site the
weekend of July 29-31due to potential thunderstorms! I did manage three images, although the last one is a little weak on data.
We‟re hoping for better weather toward the end of August.
I shot narrow-band from July 17 through July 24 at home but the only data I used for this first image was from the 17 th to the 19th.
I‟m still working on getting an image I truly like from the other 5 nights. The target is the Eastern Veil Nebula (which includes NGC
6992, NGC 6995 (aka the Bat Nebula – the squarish nebula in the lower left of the image), and IC 1340) in Cygnus. The Eastern Veil,
Western Veil, Pickering‟s Triangle, and other wisps make up a supernova remnant, the Cygnus Loop, that exploded 10-20,000 years
ago. The star was about 20 times more massive than the sun and should have been visible during the day when it exploded. The latest
distance estimates place the Cygnus Loop at about 2,400 light years away and since it spans about 3 degrees of sky, it is about 120
light years in diameter. The version of the Eastern Veil I‟m offering first is a narrow-band image presented in the Hubble palette.
Now, after I wrote that last paragraph, I decided to quickly process the HOO image from frames captured over the entire 8-day
period and I like it much better. This is the blue and red version of the Eastern Veil Nebula. I‟ll describe what how this image is
made in the processing section later.
The second target (third image) was planned for the dark site, and in hindsight, I should have imaged in H-alpha and O-III from
home to create an HOO image instead of LRGB, especially given such poor skies. I shot NGC 6820/6823 originally in August of
2015 with an old wedge-mounted ALT/AZ telescope mount and one-shot color camera (cooled but no set point) and I was happy with
it at the time. I think this year‟s version, shot from July 27-29, is a significant improvement over my previous effort. NGC 6820 is an
emission nebula, also known as Sharpless 2-86, glowing red with H-alpha in the constellation Vulpecula (the Fox) located about 6,000
light years away. Embedded in the nebula is NGC 6823, an open cluster of 2-million-year-old stars seen in the center of the image.
The part of the nebula that I especially like is the “finger” that extends from the nebula toward the cluster. It is believed that the finger
is formed by nearby stars eroding the gas and dust within the nebula.
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Turning first to the SHO version (Hubble palette) of the Eastern Veil Nebula, the image is a stack of 10-minute sub-frames, 9 each
taken through H-alpha, O-III, and S-II filters. The sub-frames were calibrated with 21 dark, 21 flat, and 21 dark flat frames. Stacking
was done in Deep Sky Stacker and most of the processing was done in PixInsight, with the “turquoise/gold” color being processed in
Photoshop. Unfortunately, the turquoise color doesn‟t show very well in this image. For the Hubble palette, sulfur was mapped to
red, hydrogen to green, and oxygen to blue to create the palette. Once in Photoshop, green was shifted toward yellow, yellow toward
red, and cyan toward blue in an attempt to get the pretty turquoise/gold colors.
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For the HOO version of the Eastern Veil, the sub-frames were calibrated using the same calibration files, but this time, 13 10minute H-alpha sub-frames and 26 10-minute O-III sub-frames that were collected over the entire range from July 17 to 24 were
stacked. Obviously, I didn‟t stack many of the frames collected since the total number of frames is a little over 6 hours of acquisition
time but there were more than 48 hours of data collection time. Stacking and nearly all processing was done in PixInsight. After
cleaning up the background gradients in the sky, hydrogen was mapped to the red channel and O-III to both the green and blue
channels and then the stars were separated from the nebula. No processing was applied to the stars, but the nebula was carefully
stretched to avoid bringing up the noise level. Color saturation was boosted in the blue and red channels to achieve the color balance I
wanted. The image was selectively sharpened in the bright areas before the stars were added back. Photoshop was then used only to
adjust the black point. While I like this version overall, I feel it may be a little “over-cooked,” meaning a little over-processed.
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The biggest processing challenge I‟ve had that I can remember is this version of NGC 6820/6823. You would think that by now
I‟d know better than to try to shoot a faint target in broadband from light polluted skies! Again, shooting between clouds, high
humidity, and high temperatures, I managed 107 1-minute luminance, 27 3-minute red, 10 3-minute green, and 36 3-minute blue
frames for a total of a little under 5.5 hours of data. The frames were calibrated with 21 1-minute dark, 21 3-minute dark, 21 flat, and
21 flat dark frames before being stacked in PixInsight. All processing was done in PixInsight for this image and took the most time
I‟ve ever spent getting a single image from the data. To begin with, the luminance data and color data were processed separately until
near the end. After removing the nasty gradients from all of the frames, the RGB data was combined and the stars removed. As with
the Eastern Veil, a great deal of careful stretching was done using a variety of masks to avoid noise in the dark areas. Saturation was
increased before the stars were added back. The luminance channel was treated similarly with star removal as the first step. After
stretching, both noise reduction and selective sharpening were applied before the stars were added back. The luminance and RGB
images were then recombined and final touches were added. Keeping the noise under control was difficult and some did sneak in, but
on the whole, I think the image came out nicely.
I hope you enjoy this late month‟s efforts. Until next month, clear skies!
Ron Ugolick
https://www.astrobin.com/users/ruccdu/
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